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Wafer Delivery Routing: Case of NXP Semiconductors 

1. Background and Problem 

 For use of new smart pickup/drop-off stations, NXP wants new optimized route 

 For each bay, they have possible spots of pickup/drop-off stations 

 To reduce cycle time from start to end, NXP wants to get shortest path with 

optimal location of stations 

 

Figure 1. Work flow of wafer delivery routing project 

 

2. Model Design 

 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of modeling concept 
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 The mixed integer linear program for the project is described as follows. 

 a set of nodes 

 a set that represent integer domain 

 a set of directed arcs ( , ), where ,  are nodes.  is the start node 

of the arc and  is the end node of the arc. 

 a start node, ‘start’ 

 a end node, ‘end’ 

 a distance for each arc ( , ) 

 a bay type corresponds to a node (1, 2, …, 36) 

 total number of nodes 

 a lower limit for pickup-dropoff at node  

 an upper limit for pickup-dropoff at node  

 a pickup-drop off at node  

 

 The MILP for the project has two groups of variables. 

 
a binary variable specifying if arc ( , ) is chosen in 

the shortest path 

 
a dummy variable at node  

 

 Finding the optimal route for wafer delivery can be written as the following 

MILP: 

Min. 

 
s.t. 
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3. Analysis Results 

 

Figure 3. 36-bay layout and optimal route result 

 From this result illustration, we can see that the shortest path from 1b to 5a is 

optimal solution, and the optimal value, total distance, is 134 meters.  

 For the shortest path, we could minimize one cycle time to deliver wafer from 

start point to end point, which as a result makes more quick delivery  

 For each bay, we could get optimal combination of spots of pickup/drop-off 

stations 


